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Recommended to thousands

“The great thing about Question Tools 

is that, as it comes in separate pro-

grams, it is easy to achieve different 

levels of results…SimpleSet allows you 

to create tests with basic templates…

Using the Editor program gives you a 

much greater range of possibilities for 

your quiz...there’s an almost unlimited 

number of tweaks you can use...” PC 

Home, Issue 127.

Specialist praises Question Tools

“Question Tools certainly offers an 

extremely cost-effective solution for 

delivery of electronic testing, examina-

tions and automated assessment. The 

minimal costs and technical requirements 

should make it a very attractive tool for 

the education market.” Patrick Craven, 

Manager, Computer-Based Assessment, 

Oxford, Cambridge and RSA Examina-

tions.

Within four months of its release Question Tools had registered users in 61 countries.

“My children in my class and in our school are really enjoying  using the tests made and I am very excited how it is 

supporting children’s learning.”, Andy Windsor, Teacher.

Question Tools

www.questiontools.com



No programming

”The Web’s a great resource for teachers and train-

ers, but creating an interactive online test to help 

students learn has tended to require programming 

skills. Thankfully, Question Tools allows anyone with 

a PC to create online tests and exams, for free...The 

Question Tools tutor gives an interactive display of 

how to achieve specifi c effects.” PC Guide, Issue 97.

Awards

Paul’s picks (paulspicks.com) lists hundreds of new programs every 

month, but picked Editor out as something special. The busy FileHun-

gry shareware site has awarded Question Tools SimpleSet, Editor and 

Exam its top, 5-star rating.

Creating tests is simple

“...Question Tools can help you. It enables you to 

create exams, tests and questionnaires quickly...The 

process of creating tests is simple...Once you are 

happy with the methods used to put together a test 

you can create customised tests, adding images, 

videos and sounds.” PC Answers, Issue 112.

Candy for teachers

“Candy for teachers. Best quiz 

tool out there: unlike many 

others you get some good look-

ing tests, as you can make your 

own templates or use one the 

ready made...Thumbs up!” Cal-

idus, Download.com

Effective & easy to use

“Effective and easy to use. 

Easy to get going.” John Bailey, 

Download.com

Fantastic

“This is the fi rst bit of software for creating quizzes and tests that I have 

used for more than a week. It’s fantastic. I can even change the way 

the whole quiz looks using a menu…Question Tools SimpleSet is way out 

front.” Sally Pritchard, www.softpile.com

Best tool

“The best quiz/test tool I’ve used. 

Just superb—easy to use, quick, 

attractive, and it works.” Georgie 

Cole, www.sofotext.com 

“…computer-based [testing] solutions, may be attractive but they frequently demand a 

level of computing knowledge and skill which puts them outside the reach of most manage-

ment developers. Question Tools may be the exception. A simple user interface and clear 

tuition means you can be up and running with an interactive multiple choice or short answer 

test for learners fairly quickly.…If you want to put your Team Leader assessment on-line, 

then Question Tools could be the answer, or you could set up a system for giving managers 

quick feedback on their learning or even use it as evidence of underpinning knowledge and 

understanding for assessment of competence. Edge, The Journal for the Institute of Leader-

ship & Management, Volume 1, Issue 1.

The best software that I have downloaded in general

“This software is great. It has all the features you would need to create 

an on-line test. It is so easy and simple to use. I hope the company cre-

ates an on-line workbook.” ojanotul, on Download.com

Perfect for what I need

“I am putting together an on-

line school and this product is 

perfect for generating on-line 

tests! It will allow me to set up 

fairly complex tests quickly and 

even submit them as read-to-

run web pages!” indy_troglo-

dyte, on Download.com



User friendly

“I have so far used at least five software packages for creation and administration of tests. Yours is the best. It has 

all features every teacher can think of. Also, it makes the whole question fun to answer by incorporation of various 

types. Most of all, it is very user friendly and all fancy question models can be incorporated with ease. Thank you 

very much.” Gerald Rajan, University of Tennessee


